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This month
Welcome to our October newsletter. Thanks to Karen for the lovely autumnal shot of our wonderful training apiary.

It was great to see the club team photo capturing so many of our members as the final Summer season meeting. I am sure 

this will become an annual event as is of course, the AGM. This will be held on 2nd November at Henfold pavilion and we 

look forward to welcoming many of you. More details on page 9

Many thanks to all those members that participated in and supported our Annual RBKA Beekeeping public show in Dorking 
on 10th September. Our humble efforts on the day were inevitably overshadowed by the sad passing of Queen Elizabeth II 

and the accession ceremonies that were taking place. However despite a reduced footfall, those members of the public 
that did visit us in the Dorking United Reformed Church were clearly more engaged, with many enquiries about (and even 

some enrolments there and then), in our training courses. Sales of RBKA honey and some members own honey, as well as 

proceeds from Candle Rolling and sales of Teas/Coffee & Cakes exceeded expectations, grossing over £950 for the day. 

Our first Winter season in person meeting  will be on 12th October at the Henfold Pavilion and is not to be missed with 

Annie Simpkins providing what will undoubtedly be a fascinating talk about Honey Ferments and Jun Kombucha. More 

details on page 9 but please bring a glass for tasting the tea and a screw top jar for transporting home mother culture.

The last honey shows are upon us with details provided on page 7. Please do drop into Henfold on 8th October to visit the 
Surrey BKA honey show. There is still time to register (deadline Monday 3rd October). Do try to enter, and whether or not 

entering, visit the show during the afternoon at Henfold.
A timely nudge for a few members still outstanding on membership renewals; please make sure you respond to Simon’s 

email to renew your membership (it has expired by the time you are reading this). And finally this month, I’d like to 

introduce you to and welcome Annie Simpkins (our Kombucha specialist), who has offered to take up the baton from me as 

BeeNews editor in the new year. We will work on a smooth handover and it will be great to see Annie bring her ideas to the 
newsletter after  my past 2 years as editor. I can’t quite believe where the time has gone. Until next month …

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

   

Happy Beekeeping 

Sue Scates, Bee News editor



RBKA online
As always a wealth of chat topics were posted on the RBKA 

crew WhatsApp. 

Aways informative including a discussion on labelling rules. 

The guidance referred us back to Article 13 of the 2011 EU 
Food informations to consumers regulation (thanks Peter 

Stevens) advises food should be ‘marked in a conspicious 

place in such a way as to be easily visible, clearly legible and 

where appropriate, indelible’.  Of course we saw many 

people sharing their sadness around the death of her late 
Majesty, the Queen and other sad passings. Help on 

managing wet supers where many of us had found bees 

refilling supers and managing ivy nectar that is currently 

coming in. Several storage suggestions included to remove 
supers, freeze and store them wet or store them outside in a 

sealed column with a a board under and CB top with roof 

over amongst other ideas. Always be aware of the risk of 
wax moths who can quickly take up occupation ( thanks to 

Trevor Keast for graphic photos) . Offers of a ‘spare’ queen is 

reason enough to be on the WhatsApp so thanks to Keith 

Mackie for the offer. Hornet predation near our hives was a 

common feature as for last month, with general consensus to 

live with it where colonies are strong.  First frosts will see the 

problem ease. A reminder of our bees need for stores was 

posted by Keith. 20-30 kg of stores for a colony and 1 deep 
national frame 14 x 12” equates to 2.2kg so 10 plus needed, 

maybe more. Useful to consider. Finally, thanks to Damian 

Belson for flagging up some great end of season deals and 
to Sam Stevenson for the QB colour chart ( although this 

mystified some members !!). If you’re not already a member 

you’re missing lots of rich content so sign up using the link 

on the club page.

Hello from  Sue Scates, BeeNews editor
Like many of you I am trying to wrap up the summer season in 
the apiary although my bees have had other ideas being very 
slow to clean up the wet supers. Rather than a mini-extraction 
I consolidated my supers and added one each to a couple of 
hives. I’ve tried nadiring underneath the brood box previously 
somewhat unsuccessfully as they were left untouched but let’s 
see.  Hornet action is ongoing but I have 4 strong QR colonies 

ready for winter. My Hyde hive is interesting as I can see the 
bees reducing from 1 ½  to  a generous 1 by lifting the lid as 

you can see below. It has an OMF and the bees are clearly 
not interested in top ventilation. You may remember I bought 
the HH as a nursery hive following the lecture series from 
Jamie at Uni of Florida. I’ve found it’s been really helpful to fix 
a couple of queenless colonies by being able to dip into the 
hive and quickly extract a frame of eggs even late in the 
season. Next year I plan to do the same. I have left the HH to 
get on with life as you can see, so it could be a bit sticky in the 
new year looking at the perspex CB, but I’ll tackle that as 
needed in 2023. Apiguard is on and I’m feeding invertbee on 
my non-supered hive. I’m leaving as double brood for now. 
More next month.

 

 



RBKA Module 3 study group 

 The BBKA Module 1 (Honeybee Management)  study group led by Anna Slade (RBKA) has been popular this 

spring/summer and informative with a steady regular attendance from both Reigate and Croydon members. We are 

hopeful that the exam results will be good for both BKAs, this year, following these modules.

 
And now having run the BBKA module 2 (Products if the Hive & Pollination) study group last winter, we are hoping to begin 

a BBKA module 3 (Honeybee Disease, pest & poisoning) study group, this winter, again as a joint study group between 

Croydon and Reigate, led by Debbie Burney - CBKA Training Coordinator.

 

Module 3 is an important exam for all beekeepers, with the syllabus including the signs, symptoms, vectors and treatments 

of the major diseases of honeybees. It also covers the lifecycle and treatment of major pests and how to identify lesser-

known pests such as braula. Some of the new content in the 2023 syllabus includes details of legislation surrounding the 

importation of honeybees, the legal requirements for recording when medicines are administered and details of chronic 

bee paralysis virus. Vital information for us all!

 
The study group will begin in November (start date to be confirmed, next month) with weekly meetings on Croydon 

Zoom. The format will be very similar to the previous two study groups, we’ve run.   In that all participants will take turns to 

present different parts of the syllabus or answer questions from a BBKA correspondence course. With the aim of studying 

and readiness for the exam at the end of March 2023.  Participants who wish to study the syllabus without taking the exam 

are also welcome. 

 

Winter is a great time to study for the exams whilst the bees are tucked away and require less attention. Don’t forget the 

BBKA modules can be taken in any order so you can still join if you haven’t taken modules 1 or 2. 

 

If you would like to be included in this study group then register your interest by sending a message or email to Keith 
Mackie (RBKA) at Honey@MrMackie.com or via WhatsApp to 07786024325 or email Debbie Burney 

at debbie@mrsburneysbeeclub.co.uk.

 

Keith Mackie -  RBKA Module 3 co-ordinator

mailto:Honey@MrMackie.com
mailto:debbie@mrsburneysbeeclub.co.uk
mailto:debbie@mrsburneysbeeclub.co.uk
mailto:debbie@mrsburneysbeeclub.co.uk


RBKA Vigo Apiary round up 2022

Welcome happy

 Following a bit of a late start into the bee season, a group of volunteers from the main body of the club at Henfold started 

working at the Vigo out apiary with the aim of rearing queens from the full hive of bees that had been donated by Andrew 

Buchanan. A fine storage shed was erected on site for us to work from! 

The biggest problem we soon found was that we had a lack of bees in the hives on site, firstly because Vigo has often been 
a quarantine apiary for sickly colonies and they were not building up as expected; we then had to send two hives to Henfold 

which further depleted our resources. So the initial aims for the apiary had to be to build the site back up to a good strength, 

with healthy stock that can rear good queens. So with a lot of time given, hard work from the team plus donations 

of equipment, we now have on the site at the moment 12 flourishing hives/nucs of which, 10 are queen right. We have sold 

3 Nucs all with new mated 2022 marked queens and all hives at the apiary are currently in very good shape.

 It’s been a great learning curve using the Nicot rearing kit, grafting and utilising Apideas and mating nucs.  Thanks to all 

members of the team for their help and support during 2022.

Team Vigo : Colin Clement, Paul Minson, Damian Belson, Laura Wilbraham, Michael Ainsworth, Neil, Peter Scoggs, Nick 

Clark  

Nick Clark -  Team Vigo 



Village Greens food fair at Denbies 

Welcome happy
 Had a lovely sunny day at the food fair.

 

I had a nice chat with Sam Robinson of the Raw Honey 

Distillery Ltd who are based in Fetcham.  He started his 

company last year.  He gets his honey from  a beekeeper in 

Poland as he can guarantee a single source honey.  Lovely 

tasting gin. 

 

I also had a chat with Mike of Chalice Mead, which is 

based in Hampshire. Like the gin stall, his stall had long 

queues and big sales.  The mead wasabsolutely delicious.  

I’m not sure if he inspired me with my own mead making or 

made me want to give up!  Mike had managed to find a 

really good mentor and, what started as a hobby, turned 

into a business.  

 

 

Karen Ford - Henfold Apiary manager  



 Honey Show dates for your diary     

Welcome happy

RBKA Honey Show

 At Henfold Pavilion on 1st October.   

Please could ALL members try to visit the show in the pavilion during the 
afternoon, from 2:30pm, to view the exhibits … and a reminder for those 

members that had entered exhibits, to collect them when the show closes 

at 4pm. 

Surrey County Honey Show

At Henfold Pavilion on  8th October. Check SBKA and Members website for 

details.

National Honey Show 

Sandown Park , Esher   27 - 29 October 2022 with an extensive lecture 

programme, classes and trade stands.

 



     Surrey Honey Show -8 October at Henfold  

Welcome happy

 

RBKA members - we need you  :)

So if EVERYONE entering our show this 
weekend also entered, by the 3rd, all or 
even some of their same exhibits into the 
Surrey Show that is on the 8th, the Surrey 
Show benches would be very well loaded. 
And RBKA would stand a very good 
chance of RETAINING the Vincent 
Challenge Cup that we won last year… 

largely due to Trevor Keast’s entries. 

Thank you ,

Richard Bradfield 



  

Welcome happy

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

7.30pm Wednesday 2 November 2022   at Henfold Copse Pavilion 

AGENDA

1. Welcome and address  

2. Apologies for absence  
3. Minutes of the AGM held on Wednesday 3 November 2021 – on RBKA website

4. Matters arising from the minutes
5. Chairman’s report – on RBKA website

6. Treasurer’s report – summary on RBKA website, details to be presented.

7. Other reports – on RBKA website

8. Election of President, Officers and Committee Members

              President - Mr Mike Hill
Chairman – Mr Richard Bradfield

Honorary Secretary – Mrs Liz Jackson

Honorary Treasurer – Mr Vince Gallo

Honorary Membership Secretary – Mr Simon Ford

Committee Members – Mr Bob Maurer, Ms Celia Perry, 

   Mrs Gill Simpson, Mrs Janet Kay                                    
1. Nomination of Trustee to Surrey Beekeepers Association – Mr Richard Bradfield

2. Appointment of Representative to Surrey BKA – Mrs Gill Simpson

3. Appointment of Independent Examiner of Accounts – Mrs A Clement

4. Questions from Members

5. Presentations of Awards from the Honey Show and Examination Certificates 

6. Fundraising for our annual donation to Bees Abroad

7. Any other business 
8. Date of next AGM – Wednesday 1 November 2023

 

A Division of the Surrey Beekeepers Association    -   Founded 1879   -   Charity no  1026386

 

 

Officers’ and other written reports will be published on the RBKA Members website within 7 days of the AGM.  

http://www.reigatebeekeepers.org.uk/


Winter programme planning 2022/23

Welcome happy

We will commence the first of a set of Monthly Wednesday evening meetings, by a 
combination of live events in the Pavilion and Zoom on-line gatherings.  Most 

meetings will be on the first Wednesday of the month. However, the first one will be 

on Wednesday 12th October because on the first Wednesday, the Pavilion will 
be still configured for our own Honey Show (on the 1st) and being prepared for the 

Surrey Honey Show on the following Saturday (on the 8th).

• October Winter Meeting - Wednesday 12th - at Henfold: 7pm for a 7:30pm start 

to 9pm close.  Presentation by Annie Simpkins on How to Prepare and make 

Honey Ferments and Kombucha - with sampling/tastings. 

  

Richard Bradfield RBKA chair 

We have 16 beekeepers taking the basic assessment this year.  Following successful mock assessments in June, our 
students will take their actual assessments  on Saturday 9th & 16th July. Big thanks to Bob Maurer for conducting the 

mock examination and to Colin for arranging. And of course a big thanks to all the tutors involved this year.

As a reminder the pass mark for the basic is from 50%,  a credit is from 75% and a distinction is from 90%.    At RBKA 

we encourage all members to take the BBKA Basic assessment as an excellent foundation for your beekeeping and 

for those that wish , a great springboard to progress onto further modules. 

As a club, RBKA strongly encourages all members to take the basic assessment, please consider joining next year’s 

intake.   

 

Credit: Annie Simpkins

• November Winter Meeting - Wednesday 2nd -  at Henfold: 7pm for a 7:30pm start to 9pm close.

      Reigate Beekeepers Division AGM, followed by Honey Show Trophy Awards and Beekeeping Qualification Certificate 

      presentations.
• December Winter Meeting - Wednesday 7th - at Henfold: 7pm for a 7:30pm start to 9pm close.

      Presentation by Vince Gallo  - ‘Hexagons and the Wonder of the Wax Comb
• January Winter Meeting - Wednesday 4th - via Zoom:  7pm to ~ 8:30pm.

      Presentation by NBU Bee Inspector  - Subject to confirmation
• February Winter Meeting - Wednesday 1st - via Zoom:  7pm to ~ 8:30pm.

      Presentation by Geoff Blay  - one for all of us , a presentation about safe lifting techniques - Mind your Backs!
• March Winter Meeting - Wednesday 1st - via Zoom:  7pm to ~ 8:30pm.

      Open Discussion Forum -  Preparing for Summer.



Making Honey Ferments and Jun Tea

Welcome happy

WHAT ARE SHRUBS, OXYMELS, AND METHEGLINS?

Ever thought about some different ways to use your honey other than on your 
breakfast toast, or for mead, or baking? This talk is not about making mead but 

about how to make honey ferments by adding fruits, vegetables, herbs, and spices.  

When ingredients containing moisture such as garlic, ginger, rosehips, or berries 

are added to honey, the added moisture, along with the natural yeasts already 

present in the honey, will kick off fermentation and after a few weeks or months you 

will have a delicious syrupy liquid.  You can use these honey ferments as a healthy 

tonic, or in tea, in a salad dressing, or to pour over your favourite ice cream. You 

can also make honey-vinegar infusions called oxymels which are a traditional tonic.

We will also be learning how to make a healthy fermented green tea with honey 
called Jun – a close cousin of Kombucha. You will find out how easy it is to make 

the first ferment with green tea, honey, and a starter.If you’re more ambitious you 
can make a fizzy second ferment by bottling your Jun with fruits or herbs to add 

flavours to your drink.

If you would like to take a SCOBY (a Jun mother culture) home with you, please 

bring a small glass jar with a lid – a honey jar is perfect.

 

We will be tasting a lot of different honey ferments and some Jun tea.  All the 

spoons will be provided but please also bring a glass for tasting the Jun tea.

  

 

Annie Simpkins - RBKA guest presenter 

We have 16 beekeepers taking the basic assessment this year.  Following successful mock assessments in June, our 
students will take their actual assessments  on Saturday 9th & 16th July. Big thanks to Bob Maurer for conducting the 

mock examination and to Colin for arranging. And of course a big thanks to all the tutors involved this year.

As a reminder the pass mark for the basic is from 50%,  a credit is from 75% and a distinction is from 90%.    At RBKA 

we encourage all members to take the BBKA Basic assessment as an excellent foundation for your beekeeping and 

for those that wish , a great springboard to progress onto further modules. 

As a club, RBKA strongly encourages all members to take the basic assessment, please consider joining next year’s 

intake.   

 

If you want to learn more come along to our winter meeting 

on 12 October and grab yourself a mother culture! 

Elderberry, Raspberry, Cherry-

Basil, Rosehip, and Garlic Honey

Jun – Fermented Honey Green Tea



Pictures of the month  

Welcome happy

September saw much activity on the RBKA crew WhatsApp group - enjoy !

Credit : Sue Hickson 

Lovely bee post box topper in 

Sevenoaks 

Credit : Hey

Credit : Trevor 
Keast
 < This is what 
mine looked 
like right after I 
made them 
crunch down 
into one box 
earlier in 
August.  

Credit : Trevor Keast
What 

Credit: Adam Leitch 

RIP Bill Turnbull - opening Henfold 

Credit: Trevor Keast  >

New resident in a langstroth hive   
Credit : Keith Mackie 
Doing my final inspections…new Q laying amazingly… 
also note the smiley face (Michelle Keast :) 



 
I wanted to use this month’s news page to reflect on the sad passing of Brian Sheriff and Bill Turnbull, two respected  
members of the beekeeping fraternity and of course, Her Majesty the Queen. 

Brian Sherrif (94) was  known to many of us as the man behind our bee suits and in the Telegraph’s obituary of 17th 

September it was fascinating to hear the story behind the suit and the origins of a ‘Bristol corset making family’ who moved 

from ‘bras to bees’ following a particularly painful incident with a bee sting to the face. 

Bill Turnbull, much loved television journalist, author and presenter and friend of Henfold sadly died on 31 August at the 
age of 66 after a “challenging and committed fight against prostate cancer”.  Many tributes have been shared over recent 

weeks and his passion for beekeeping was much featured alongside of his clear talents as a presenter and journalist.

And of course with the news of her Majesty, the Queen’s death on 8 September, in amongst the coverage could be found a 

few lines on the Royal Beekeeper being summoned to tell the bees of  the Queen’s death in keeping with beekeeping 

tradition. Much is written of this piece of folklore present in both US and  Europe and a poem by John  Greenleaf Whittier 

captures the tradition here in a poem entitled , Telling the Bees > 

The final 2 stanzas are below …

But her dog whined low; on the doorway sill,

   With his cane to his chin,

The old man sat; and the chore-girl still

   Sung to the bees stealing out and in.

And the song she was singing ever since

   In my ear sounds on:—

“Stay at home, pretty bees, fly not hence!

   Mistress Mary is dead and gone!”

  

What’s in the news ?

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/45491/telling-the-bees
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/45491/telling-the-bees
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/45491/telling-the-bees


Club News

Follow us on Instagram @Reigatebeekeepers

Tag us in your beekeeping photos, or send them through to the 

team to load onto the RBKA Instagram account

Club checklist

Subscribe to the 

website here >

Join the club 

WhatsApp here >

Follow the club 

Facebook here>

Follow the club on 

Instagram here>

Keep busy

Browse previous articles from 

BeeCraft and BBKA News 

catalogued by Mary Wynn here>

Catch up on all previous lectures 

from the National Honey Show on

YouTube here>

 

Membership renewals are now overdue if you have not responded to the 
recent email from Simon Ford . Please do respond asap as your 
membership has now lapsed if you have not .
We look forward to welcoming you all to our RBKA AGM on Wednesday 
2nd November at 7.30 pm at the Henfold pavilion  - we will be holding our 
customary prize giving and certificate awards for all our students and ithis 

is definitely an event that is not to be missed. 
Our last Summer meeting was on Wednesday 7th September with 
informal sessions continuing with Karen and Simon ( keep an eye on 

WhatsApp for instructions)  as we prepare Henfold apiary for winter and 

as long as weather and daylight hours allow.
Finally, a big thank you to Richard and all his helpers for their work 
representing RBKA supporting shows across the region throughout the 
summer and showcasing our club and building funds to support the club.
See Richard and team below at the Ardingly show on 24/25 September.

 

 

  

Credit : David Stagg
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